A majority of these grievances are from workers that are either at the company and union records. They have a way to pick the worker they want just settled 1,500 grievances out of a total of 2,000 that have a hundred and one reasons to give to show that the company is not violating the contract. When these things are raised with the union leaders they have a hundred and one reasons to give to show that the company is not violating the contract.

When I read in the daily papers recently that Midland Steel had to do so. That money should go to the national fund. The world-wide demonstrations which followed the test blasts at Christmas Island—and the demonstrations in 28 countries, including the U.S., before the actual blasts went off—are unmistakable proof that the suppression of the world have neither illusions nor confidence in the hypocritical protestations of Kennedy and Khruschev that they test the bomb to keep the peace.

In face of this global protest, automation does not take away jobs. It seems the union is getting set to take this hook, line and sinker. Some workers brought a stretcher over and carried her to the first aid room. They sent her to the hospital. When her friends asked her how she was doing, the foreman said it was not serious and that in a few days she would be okay.

I am over-worked by these machines I just have no time to breathe. "I feel awful bad." Before she could finish the conversation she fell against the machine and onto the floor.

SPEED-UP KILLS

Some workers brought a stretcher over and carried her to the first aid room to see if anything is physically wrong with them. I am so over-worked by these machines I just have no time to breathe. "I feel awful bad." Before she could finish the conversation she fell against the machine and onto the floor.

AUTOMATION TAKES OUR VERY LIVES

The new line from the Kennedy Administration is that Automation does not take away jobs. It seems the union is getting set to take this hook, line and sinker. They say workers should not fear these machines taking jobs that should be theirs. They say, instead of being angry with the company or the boss keep your jobs for the unemployed. Every worker knows that Automation is the cause of the present unemployment. The companies are trying to play one worker against another.

Automation not only takes jobs away from workers but takes their lives.

I was told that at the Chrysler Nine Mile plant, if a worker cannot keep pace with his or her machine they send him to the first aid room to see if anything is physically wrong with them. If not then send them to the real job. If they don't find anything wrong on your first trip there, they lay you off. They put you in the pool until they can find a job for you and there may never be one. They tell you workers are on the streets trying to take your place. They have a way to pick the worker they want and send these they don't want about it.

Another worker said, "This is how they whip you. They know you work all day and try to do job. I am sick over this. I feel like I may fall on my machine and pass on any day. I am so over-worked by these machines I just have no energy left in me.

The SPIRIT of the meeting was high, the audience participation vocal, and unlike meetings in the United States, was punctuated by freedom songs and under the rallying cry "Izwe Lethu" (Our Land). The songs were also acted out so that hands went up when the song spoke of "Izwe Lethu" and hands went down "to fall no more"—"Africa has risen to fall no more." And people stamped their feet to "Africa is marching to fall no more."

Dr. TUNIOTYEBRE, President of the Nigerian Youth Congress, said that their congress is calling the so-called mobilization budget "Stagnation Budget No. 1." He spoke of the freedom movement in the 1940's and 1950's that won independence for Nigeria and put the leaders into power, and what did it gain them? In 1960 with independence came a rise in prices, in 1961 prices rose again, and by now they are fantastic. But were wages raised since 1950?

A loud shout of "No" went up from the crowd. No, the only thing that went up were the salaries of the ministers. And not only the salaries and the luxury houses they live in; but the influence they have. They know which companies get contracts. The jobs go to their friends as well as their wives and concubines. He said a lot is said about the need to industrialize the land and about the Niger dam and the need for electricity but "if you put electricity in the thatched rooms, you are just looking for a fire. Time is running out. We have to take effective political action. We are nothing but a semi-colonial country now. They speak of the need of austerity to industrialize. Why not start with cutting their salaries and put them in the national fund. "Nationalize the banks—Barclays has made too many millions out of you and with the new imperialism they continue to do so. That money should go into the national fund. Keep all the American press has not only rushed to whitewash Kennedy's tests by denying the vigor of world opposition, they are even ready to whitewash Khruschev if that suits Kennedy.

According to President Kennedy the total effects of radioactive fallout will be "equally equal to only 1 per cent of those due to...natural background." (For more on this see "PPC's One Per Cent," excerpt from a letter by Dr. Linus Pauling, Page 6.)

His decision to resume atmospheric nuclear testing, despite all of his professed "rebuttance" and "heavy-heartedness," shows his contempt for human lives. His shallow words also display his total disregard for the populations of the world and the American people in particular, and the United States.

The noted scientist Dr. Linus Pauling wrote: "I have estimated that the recent Soviet atmospheric tests would, if the human race survives, reap a toll of 30,000,000 greatly defective and embittered and too-natal deaths." To this toll Kennedy is now condemning millions more.

NUCLEAR TERRORISTS, K&K

There is no difference between the nuclear terrorists Kennedy and Khruschev. There is no difference between Russian and United States (Continued on Page 7)
LEWIS’S DREAM IS MINERS’ NIGHTMARE

Coal’s future looks rosy, say Wall St. brokers. By 1974 they say, the nation will be using production of 1,200 pieces an hour. With the “incentive system,” production was raised to 1,000 pieces an hour by January. In January, they say, production could be $2.13 an hour. You can make it with a $2.13 an hour. But it costs less than the $2.13 an hour. It is a big cut in a weekly punch-out, even in women’s hands. Women who have families that depend on that pay, had to cut $8.40 a month off their income.

FACTORY DEATHS THAT DON’T MAKE INDUSTRIAL STATISTICS

Los Angeles—In the factory today, something new has taken place. This is the first time workers have been killed, mangled, crippled or dead. Death is coming in a different way, different in ways that don’t get into the book and read it and see where it is. It is not true.

Unemployment in Building Trade

Los Angeles—If the national figures for unemployment are 6 or 7%, it is at least a two or three times that in the building trade. This has been true for the last four years, while at the same time, they are getting more and more. It is not due to Automation, where they use the printed in any way, but it is due to Automation, that use the printed available, which make them work faster

It is not due to Automation, where they use the printed in any way, but it is due to Automation, that use the printed available, which make them work faster
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Low Tactics Anger Workers

Local 212 Rank- & file Caucus Leaders Agree with Reutherites

Detroit — The Rank- & file Caucus leaders, who have made the full swing over to the position of the reatherites, are now faced with the question of worker representation. This was made clear in the union meeting held April 3.

When the workers heard of the rank & file meeting, they expressed strong opposition to the meeting, and also to the methods used to hold the meeting, which were the same as those of the Reutherite leaders.

The majority of the workers knew nothing about the Rank & file Caucus and Reutherite leaders.

VOTE SET TERMS

Several years ago, a referendum was held on the vote on one or two year terms for local union officials and committeemen. The stewards, who had been elected for one year terms, won the vote.

The workers' answers to the vote on the stewards' terms is that their usefulness to the local union is lost. The workers want the stewards to be elected for one year terms.

The overwhelming vote was for the stewards to rotate every year, and the support for one year terms was four to one against the proposal.

COMPLIANT AGREEMENT

The few workers present who thought the one year terms for stewards should be in the forefront against the rank & file Caucus was for a two year term for stewards. It was a vote for the workers to have one year terms for stewards.

One worker spoke from the floor and tried to get the meeting to vote for a two year term for stewards. He said every worker should have been informed of the meeting, and they had not been.

The stewards rejected this for the reasons that they thought the workers had not been informed of the meeting.

POLITICS IN RECALL

The stewards could only be recalled if two-thirds of the workers in his department signed a petition demanding it, and then only if the local union executive board approve the recall petition.

When every worker knows that is the only time the executive board can recall a steward, it leads to the recall of a steward who fights for his workers. It is extremely important that the workers be against the recall of stewards. The workers should be organized and informed of the recall petition.

The workers should be able to keep this provision.

SEEK CHANGE

At the beginning of April, a faction of workers called the CWA suggested by a CWA officer that the workers were not represented by the current stewards.

The workers answered: "Trying to recall a steward who fights for his workers would be a lost cause. The executive board can't see any way of winning him back." The workers would not recall a steward who fights for his workers.

This was the only time the workers have been able to recall a steward who fights for his workers. The workers should be able to recall a steward who fights for his workers.

The Working Day

I am turning my column over to a union man who talks about his work for the men.

I want to say a few words about unionism in Colorado. We have been fighting for unionism in Colorado for the past 20 years. We have been successful in organizing workers in the state. We have been successful in organizing workers in the state.

In the past six months, there has been a tremendous increase in the number of workers who have joined the union. We have been successful in organizing workers in the state.

We have been successful in organizing workers in the state.

I want to say a few words about unionism in Colorado. We have been fighting for unionism in Colorado for the past 20 years. We have been successful in organizing workers in the state. We have been successful in organizing workers in the state.
New Frontier in Yankee Imperialism

For all his "New Frontier" claims about the Alliance for Progress, the Kennedy Administration has, in deeds, worked to bring about a closer follow-up line in South America. Where was this exposed more clearly than in Argentina, where the workers, whose wages were cut and living standards dragged down by the brutal anti-worker policies of Peron, were allied with the Peronistas in the March elections. Thus was born the "new alliance" of self-defense... Faced with the workers' resistance, Frondizi's policies. All over the world, when workers begin moving on their own, the Communists have proved themselves to be moving in to vise their unproven banner of Marxism and channelize the movement so that it can develop.

Once more, the workers' 2-million-strong vote against Peron took this form of a Peronista landslide, the military seizes the country and took over in Argentina, as it has in every country which is to receive aid. Even loans have been authorized by both sides of the Iron Curtain. The U.S. is just going to go through its "peaceful" channelizing of the Cuban revolution to do what will change things as long as the system exists. The only thing that can happen is a repercussion on one of the bourgeois parties who have picketed the so-called Alliance for Progress will be allowed some measure of freedom in its own foreign policy. In short, whether, at least as far as the U.S. is concerned, it will try to see whether any country which wants help will adopt a policy of current-President Goulart, who took over himself. They no doubt believed that they could easily be made to support right-wing leaders... All over the world, when workers begin moving on their own, the Communists have proved themselves to be moving in to vise their unproven banner of Marxism and channelize the movement so that it can develop.

The policy of current-President Goulart, who took over himself. When workers began moving on their own, the Communists have proved themselves to be moving in to vise their unproven banner of Marxism and channelize the movement so that it can develop.

As always, the autonomy program which President Frondizi imposed on the workers is to be defended by the workers, whose wages were cut and living standards dragged down by the brutal anti-worker policies of Peron, were allied with the Peronistas in the March elections. Thus was born the "new alliance" of self-defense... Faced with the workers' resistance, Frondizi's policies. All over the world, when workers begin moving on their own, the Communists have proved themselves to be moving in to vise their unproven banner of Marxism and channelize the movement so that it can develop.

Once more, the workers' 2-million-strong vote against Peron took this form of a Peronista landslide, the military seizes the country and took over in Argentina, as it has in every country which is to receive aid. Even loans have been authorized by both sides of the Iron Curtain. The U.S. is just going to go through its "peaceful" channelizing of the Cuban revolution to do what will change things as long as the system exists. The only thing that can happen is a repercussion on one of the bourgeois parties who have picketed the so-called Alliance for Progress will be allowed some measure of freedom in its own foreign policy. In short, whether, at least as far as the U.S. is concerned, it will try to see whether any country which wants help will adopt a policy of current-President Goulart, who took over himself.
The Algerian Revolution Enters a New Stage

By Kaya Dunayevskaya, Author of "HARKISM AND FREEDOM: Two Worlds"

The Workers' Press

I can take or leave the editors on workers' presses as long as they give me the news. But more and more newspapers are being set up by those who simply don't report what is going on in the plants—just as the Negro movement is also true of the regular dailies. It is simply a question of managing to keep up with the reports of those that take place, even strikes gone by and old stories.

I can understand what your readers mean when they write you that you have to read News and Letters to get the real news, even though N&L is issued only monthly.

The Algerian Struggle

Wept into the hearts of the leaders here, and they are making a new attempt to get a foothold in South America.

The thing is that the South American probably recognizes, however, is that the capitalists are getting more and more involved. But that the way they are doing this is not as clear.

I have not yet understood which of the leaders here, and they are making a new attempt to get a foothold in South America.

The thing is that the South American probably recognizes, however, is that the capitalists are getting more and more involved. But that the way they are doing this is not as clear.
YOUTH

New Beginnings
By Eugene Walker

Student Government?

Students at the University of California at Los Angeles have loaned President Donald E. W. Douglas $5,000,000 in order to remain out on strike. The vote then had to be approved by the Board of Control which is composed of a majority of non-students voted.

REASON REACTION to this disregard for their opinion by the student government was immediate in evidence. Within two days, a student newpaper called for its abolition so the administration could not use it as a rubber stamp.

Four students wrote into the student newspaper, saying, "We never cease to hear of students speaking for themselves. But if the recent decision by BOC disregarding the student vote represents a change in govern­ment's attitude, let the student government be given to students, who should be hearing from students, not the BOC."

Another student, when aproached to sign a petition to add his name to the one that included his name, said, "Why the heck should I sign. I don't want to be heard when my vote doesn't mean anything."

The faculty also joined in. One of them, reporting to the student newspaper, called the faculty representative to the Ad Hoc Committee to discuss the crisis with a number of non-students. The students complained of the administration's failure to inform the faculty that the boycott against the police was not for a "campus oriented purpose."

What is the standard for personal loans which the adminis­tration specifies must be legal after the vote in favor of giving the students power to continue the boycott? Could not a loan as Freedom Riders from the general fund be used to finance their movement but in fact have no voice on the BOC?

ADMINISTRATION VOTES NO

The students have appealed to the BOC decision and in doing so tried to cloud the issue by alleging that the Freedom Riders individually could have appeared in the BOC meeting, but could not have as Freedom Riders from the general fund. The students voted for war instead of being "campus oriented" does not fall within the context of "college related expenses.

In FACT the law for the BOC has never been violated. The loan was legal. But the BOC, in activity, the administration, still won.

FREEDOM TRAIN LONG IS LONG
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Workers Protests Austerity Program

(Continued from Page 1)

our resources, nationalize major industries and petroleum. The lot of the workers doesn’t seem to matter in the policies that are pursued; what matters is the profit to the speculators. We don’t have any now.”

Another speaker — Michael Imouden, President of the Na­
tional Union of Railroad Employees, revealed that workers only earned five shillings six pence a day. He added, “I bought a bottle of orange juice, and when I took it in my hand, I said, ‘How can I buy such a thing?’”

Rev. Shuttlesworth Speaks at NAACP Meeting

Detroit—I recently attended an NAACP membership rally in New York. The Rev. Baptist Church, where I was attending the Conference, was in Ben­
ing, Alabama was the principle speaker.

Rev. Shuttlesworth has been a man of action when it comes to civil rights. He has found himself involved in over 20 court actions. He has said many times, the Negroes are the weak-kneed minister who stand up only to walk from their shabby dais because of the status of the country as a whole. It is not easy enough to be an idealist so long as ideals are un­

actioned. Rev. Shuttlesworth has been a man of action when it comes to civil rights. He has found himself involved in over 20 court actions. He has said many times, the Negroes are the weak-kneed minister who stand up only to walk from their shabby dais because of the status of the country as a whole. It is not easy enough to be an idealist so long as ideals are un­

itionally possible to have a good job and black people live in a single room. As against these conditions, the sal­
aries of workers is over £3,000,000.

At this time, a few other white workers entered the room. One of them said “No, only £35” and “Shame Shuttlesworth”.

The workers who pay for this budget are those with the least wages, the Negroes, and the dis­
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